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For Your Own Good 2002-11-14
for your own good the contemporary classic exploring the serious if not
gravely dangerous consequences parental cruelty can bring to bear on
children everywhere is one of the central works by alice miller the
celebrated swiss psychoanalyst with her typically lucid strong and poetic
language miller investigates the personal stories and case histories of
various self destructive and or violent individuals to expand on her
theories about the long term affects of abusive child rearing her
conclusions on what sort of parenting can create a drug addict or a
murderer or a hitler offer much insight and make a good deal of sense
while also straying far from psychoanalytic dogma about human nature
which miller vehemently rejects this important study paints a shocking
picture of the violent world indeed of the ever more violent world that
each generation helps to create when traditional upbringing with its
hidden cruelty is perpetuated the book also presents readers with useful
solutions in this regard namely to resensitize the victimized child who has
been trapped within the adult and to unlock the emotional life that has
been frozen in repression

Too Clever for Our Own Good 2007
too clever for our own good closely studies the phenomenon of evolution
through culture unlike the evolution through genetics typical in other
creatures this uniquely human process hinges upon making and using
myriad cultural extensions of our own creation devices both material and
nonmaterial these concrete and abstract cultural extensions such as
clothing shelter tools language ethics and social organizations have
enormously enhanced our capacity for controlling nature other people
and ourselves the author draws upon his own background in the natural
and social sciences to examine a wide array of human experiences
ranging from the use of concrete technological inventions to that of more
symbolic extensions like logic metaphor and self image in this
exploration attention is called not only to the constructive power of these
tools but also and more significantly to their often overlooked negative
consequences the critical analysis of the role of cultural extensions in
human evolution is relevant for both general readers and students or
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specialists in human sciences and education book jacket

A Mind Of One's Own 2018-03-08
with philosophy so steeped in patriarchal tradition how is it possible for
feminists to work within it in this volume 13 feminist theorists discuss
whether traditional ideals of objectivity and rationality should be given a
place within the committed feminist view of philosophy and the world

My Own Private Germany 1997-12-15
in november 1893 daniel paul schreber recently named presiding judge
of the saxon supreme court was on the verge of a psychotic breakdown
and entered a leipzig psychiatric clinic he would spend the rest of the
nineteenth century in mental institutions once released he published his
memoirs of my nervous illness 1903 a harrowing account of real and
delusional persecution political intrigue and states of sexual ecstasy as
god s private concubine freud s famous case study of schreber elevated
the memoirs into the most important psychiatric textbook of paranoia in
light of eric santner s analysis schreber s text becomes legible as a sort
of nerve bible of fin de siècle preoccupations and obsessions an archive
of the very phantasms that would after the traumas of war revolution and
the end of empire coalesce into the core elements of national socialist
ideology the crucial theoretical notion that allows santner to pass from
the private domain of psychotic disturbances to the public domain of the
ideological and political genesis of nazism is the crisis of investiture
schreber s breakdown was precipitated by a malfunction in the rites and
procedures through which an individual is endowed with a new social
status his condition became acute just as he was named to a position of
ultimate symbolic authority the memoirs suggest that we cross the
threshold of modernity into a pervasive atmosphere of crisis and
uncertainty when acts of symbolic investiture no longer usefully
transform the subject s self understanding at such a juncture the
performative force of these rites of institution may assume the shape of a
demonic persecutor some other who threatens our borders and our
treasures challenging other political readings of schreber santner denies
that schreber s delusional system his own private germany actually
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prefigured the totalitarian solution to this defining structural crisis of
modernity instead santner shows how this tragic figure succeeded in
avoiding the totalitarian temptation by way of his own series of perverse
identifications above all with women and jews

Beat Depression On Your Own: My 15
HIDDEN SECRETS How I Beat Depression
and Find Peace Within by DoGo 2021-09-25
this book wasn t made to please it wasn t made just so because i have
something to say it wasn t made just because i wanted to simply share
my story i made this book because i feel deep down my heart it tells me
somebody needs to hear it i believe and have a strong feeling
somewhere out there people needs to hear it when i see and read
someone struggling with depression and don t know how to deal with it it
breaks my heart painfully i have seen how much they suffer from inside i
can relate to where they are i often tell to myself if they only know how
to survive and manage it but i cannot simply tell anyone directly on how
to do it because people tend to believe what they only know they are too
focus on what they know and heard and probably believe on it because of
what they experienced i know being a sufferer you can hardly pick up
opinions from other people because what matters to you is how much
you struggle inside how painful it is to carry day by day believing to
yourself that nobody can relate to you except you and the people who
struggle with it we may have different experiences in life maybe yours is
too painful than mine but my experiences with depression taught me
many things in life i have seen how much i have hated myself to how
much i appreciate the pain i was begging for cure for so long that i dig
deep down to my core being on what s really happening to me i was
screaming inside how painful it is to carry i have seen myself how much i
have suffered from depression i dealt with it like a tortured one but still
tried my very best to stand up and pretend to look normal depression
eats me whole i was being consumed by it the all of me to the point of
reading the word pain aches my heart painfully this pain that i have been
through is too much to handle on my own so i look for an answer
forcefully on how to be better learning and adjusting myself took me
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years to fully manage myself and in those processes life teaches me
lessons i never knew i could understand things clearly and passionately
these 15 hidden secrets of mine on beating depression on your own are
my experiences that i wanted to share to you on how i have survived
depression and managed it without the help of any doctors or any
medicinal drugs i have survived the darkness of it and i wanted to share
to you my hidden secrets that i have never shared to anyone on how i do
it in this book i tell everything if you suffer from depression find every
possible way that could help you release from this disease inside i
explained everything

A Disease of One's Own 2017-11-30
in the present decade co dependency has sprung up on the landscape of
american popular culture portrayed as an addiction like disease
responsible for a wide range of personal and social problems co
dependency spawned a veritable social movement nationwide a disease
of one s own examines the phenomenon of co dependency from a
sociological perspective viewing it not as something a person has but as
something a person believes not as a psychological disease but as a
belief system that offers its adherents a particular way of talking about
the self and social relationships the central question addressed by the
book is why did co dependency one among a plethora of already existing
discourses on self help meet with such widespread public appeal
grounded in theories of cultural and social change john steadman rice
argues that this question can only be adequately addressed by
examining the social cultural and historical context in which co
dependency was created and found a receptive public the content of the
ideas it espoused and the practical uses to which co dependency s
adherents could apply those ideas in their everyday lives in terms of the
larger american context his analysis links the emergence of co
dependency with the permeation of psychological concepts and
explanations throughout western culture over the past thirty years
focusing particularly on the cultural and social impact of the popular
acceptance of what the author calls liberation psychotherapy liberation
psychotherapy portrays the relationship between self and society as one
of intrinsic antagonism and argues that psychological health is inversely
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related to the self s accommodation to social expectations rice argues
that a principal source of co dependency s appeal is that it affirms core
premises of liberation psychotherapy thereby espousing an increasingly
conventional and familiar wisdom it simultaneously fuses those premises
with addiction related discourse providing people with a means of making
sense of the problems of relationship and identity that have accompanied
what rice terms the psychologization of american life this brilliant
analysis of the phenomenon of co dependency will be of interest to
psychologists sociologists psychotherapists and those interested in
american popular culture

A Club of Their Own 2016-10-05
volume xxix of studies in contemporary jewry takes its title from a joke
by groucho marx i don t want to belong to any club that will accept me as
a member the line encapsulates one of the most important
characteristics of jewish humor the desire to buffer oneself from
potentially unsafe or awkward situations and thus to achieve social and
emotional freedom by studying the history and development of jewish
humor the essays in this volume not only provide nuanced accounts of
how jewish humor can be described but also make a case for the
importance of humor in studying any culture a recent survey showed that
about four in ten american jews felt that having a good sense of humor
was an essential part of what being jewish means to them on a par with
or exceeding caring for israel observing jewish law and eating traditional
foods as these essays show jewish humor has served many functions as a
form of insider speech it has been used to ridicule to unite people in the
face of their enemies to challenge authority to deride politics and
politicians in america to ridicule conspicuous consumption in israel to
contrast expectations of political normalcy and bitter reality however
much of contemporary jewish humor is designed not only or even
primarily as insider speech rather it rewards all those who get the punch
line a club of their own moves beyond general theorizing about the
nature of jewish humor by serving a smorgasbord of finely grained
historically situated and contextualized interdisciplinary studies of humor
and its consumption in jewish life in the modern world
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For Their Own Good 2000-09-01
claiming his own from their first explosive night together caliope sarantos
and maksim volkov agreed to no commitment her pregnancy changed
everything though the russian tycoon made the baby his heir he soon
disappeared now he s back will caliope s heart break again or will
maksim risk everything to claim this woman and child as his own page 4
of cover

Claiming His Own and Her Little Secret, His
Hidden Heir 2015-04-21
do bullies have free rein in our churches who are the bullies what is
scapegoating is it possible to practice the mercy and forgiveness
demanded by gospel ethics while also protecting people from emotional
and professional damage these are some of the questions that stephen
finlan seeks to answer looking for an ethic of behavior that is both
spiritually valid and psychologically wise he seeks responses to bullying
that are both wise and harmless matt 10 16 that do not leave people
helpless against the cruelty of church bullies bullying has become a
major concern in schools and workplaces but the church sometimes lags
behind the secular workplace in its ethics

Bullying in the Churches 2015-06-04
this women s history classic brilliantly exposed the constraints imposed
on women in the name of science and exposes the myths used to control
them since the the nineteenth century professionals have been invoking
scientific expertise to prescribe what women should do for their own
good among the experts diagnoses and remedies menstruation was an
illness requiring seclusion pregnancy a disabling condition and higher
education a threat to long term health of the uterus from clitoridectomies
to tame women s behavior in the nineteenth century to the censure of a
generation of mothers as castrators in the 1950s doctors have not
hesitated to intervene in women s sexual emotional and maternal lives
even domesticity the most popular prescription for a safe environment
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for woman spawned legions of scientific experts barbara ehrenreich and
dierdre english has never lost faith in science itself butinsist that we hold
those who interpret it to higher standards women are entering the
medical and scientific professions in greater numbers but as recent
research shows experts continue to use pseudoscience to tell women
how to live for her own good provides today s readers with an
indispensable dose of informed skepticism

For Her Own Good 2013-10-02
instant usa today bestseller witty and macabre caroline kepnes slick and
chilling megan miranda a perfect summer book npr usa today bestselling
author samantha downing is back with her latest sneaky thriller set at a
prestigious private school complete with interfering parents overeager
students and one teacher who just wants to teach them all a lesson teddy
crutcher has won teacher of the year at the elite belmont academy home
to the best and brightest he says his wife couldn t be more proud though
no one has seen her in a while teddy really can t be bothered with a few
mysterious deaths on campus that are looking more and more like
murder or with the student digging a little too deep into teddy s personal
life his main focus is pushing these kids to their full academic potential all
he wants is for his colleagues and the endlessly meddlesome parents to
stay out of his way if not well they ll get what they deserve it s really too
bad that sometimes excellence comes at such a high cost

For Your Own Good 2022-04-26
in this rousing rebuttal to the almost universal public attack against
tobacco and its users sullum provides a rational and commensense
defense of the rights of smokers arguing that government bureaucrats
must respect the rights of adults who make the informed decision to
smoke photo insert

For Your Own Good 1998
adults often try to create a risk free environment for children but this can
reduce their opportunities to manage their own risk making it difficult for
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them to learn how to judge new situations this practical guide shows how
adults can share their own skills with young children and promote
understanding of safety within an interesting learning environment the
first edition made a huge contribution to the debate around children and
risk over ten years later this new edition thoroughly re examines the
issues of the first edition and assesses recent developments such as risk
benefit analysis and the importance of outdoor experiences written for
the full range of practitioners involved with children it will support them
to take the middle path of offering enough challenge to benefit children
while avoiding the extremes of over protection or careless practice

Too Safe for Their Own Good 2011
it works sherry is living proof sherry leads us to take the first second and
more steps to harnessing the ageless wisdom of the mind and body and
transforming ourselves into the selves we dream about being aging is a
state of mindand you can change your mind sherry shows us how it can
be done bryan sullivan phd this book provides lessons from the universe
that our mothers never taught usa conscientious journey into the balance
of self a must read gloria james phd young for your own good is about
freedom it is a step by step guide to stripping away preconceived notions
around aging and breaking out of limiting paradigms youth is not wasted
on the young it belongs to everyone this is the story of one womans well
researched journey to the fountain of youth author sherry ellesson has
cracked the code and invites you in her easy often humorous style to
prove for yourself that agelessness is a process and that personal
transformation is attainable

Young for Your Own Good 2014-05-14
a groundbreaking work explaining our ecological predicament in the
context of the first scientific theory of humankind s development

Too Smart for Our Own Good 2010
for our own good examines the psycho social and political repercussions
of prevailing approaches to child rearing learn why warm and nurturing
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parents produce secure altruistic children who go on to form progressive
political beliefs while the children of punitive authoritarian parents are
bound by fear and shame to support right wing causes and candidates if
you ve ever wondered how big a role parenting plays in shaping
personality and the political and cultural values of the broader society
this book is a must read

For Our Own Good: the Politics of
Parenting in an Ailing Society 2010-06-23
the easy way to help your kid start a business do you have a budding
entrepreneur on your hands who s anxious to bring the next great
business idea to life make their dream come true with the accessible
expert help in starting your own business written with young learners in
mind this book walks your child through the steps that turn a bright idea
into a profitable business an extension of the trusted for dummies brand
starting your own business speaks to juniors in a language they can
understand offering guidance and actionable plans to turn their business
idea into a reality from setting goals to putting together a plan that
encourages others to help them get their idea off the ground it offers
everything kids need to get their business started and make it grow the
book features a design that is heavy on eye popping graphics that hold
children s attention the content focuses on the steps to completing a
project a small full color non intimidating package instills confidence in
the reader basic projects set the reader on the road to further exploration
children are notorious for their huge imaginations now their ideas can live
in the real world and translate to real profit with the help of starting your
own business

Starting Your Own Business 2017-03-09
alice miller examines the backgrounds of several extreme cases of self
destructive individuals to illustrate the long term consequences of
abusive child rearing her conclusions come into conflict with
psychoanalytic dogma about human nature which she is vehemently
opposed to copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved
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For Your Own Good 2002-11-01
muriel ostensen handsome clever and a bitch has no desire to get
married broderick gramiren natural son of the king has other ideas for
her and so does her family in the wake of a shocking royal assassination
broderick maneuvers secretly to become his father s official heir but first
he just needs the right wife to help press his case the duke of severn s
daughter would be the perfect woman to help broderick in his quest
especially with his father the king pressuring him to marry muriel
however loves her independence and she feels her family is selling her
short by trying to marry her to a bastard even if he is the king s bastard if
she has one scheme to avoid marrying broderick she has a dozen but
broderick might just have a dozen and one book 2 in the political fantasy
series of duty and silver for her own good picks up where the queen s
tower left off but it can also be read as a standalone romance

For Her Own Good 2020-05-20
be your own light be self luminous and enlighten others too be a leader
fulfilling the role of search light light house when swa our self is in good
position we can face any situation when we are situated in self
everything can be handled conditions or situations cannot be changed we
can simply change or correct our selves swa to correct or change
ourselves our inner power has to be strong we have to devote our energy
to strengthen our inner power where attention goes energy flows where
energy flows things grow

BE YOUR OWN LIGHT 2018-05-31
ariadne cushing is horrified when her controlling mother arranges a
betrothal to a man she barely knows she will do anything to avoid the
engagement even if that means causing her own ruin but how can a shy
bluestocking gain the attention of a wicked rake evan middleton viscount
harcourt is hiding his poverty from the rest of the world with nothing but
the clothes on his back and a horse to call his own he needs a wealthy
bride to save his family from his father s debts ariadne strikes a bargain
with him that he can t refuse but will her proposition result in an
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unexpected temptation

Hide-and-seek; Or, The Mystery of Mary
Grice 1893
this book shows how the imperial russian system of social estates
sosloviia which derived from the government s need to categorize and
rank its subjects held power over individual identities and life choices in
russia throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries though in part
modeled on the orders of old regime europe also called estates the
russian system had its own peculiarities two of which include the
imprecision in the oft changing laws of its rules and procedures allowing
for endless interpretations and realignments and its stamina not being
swept away until the bolshevik revolution of 1917 for the imperial state
estates were a means of making the population productive for individuals
they were a source not only of individual identity but of community in
ways at times demanding and at times supportive provided by publisher

A Rake of Her Own 2021-06-15
for all of those who keep reading self help books and never seem to
change the things that aren t working in their lives this book will be a
major wake up call no matter how frustrated you are with your job
relationships health of financial well being there is a solution and create
your own reality the ancient wisdom is a simple compelling story of the
author s solutions to overwhelming obstacles that would seem impossible
for most to comprehend your hearth will be touched by the journey our
author has taken and you will be delighted by sharyn s story telling
capacity

The True Life 1890
this one year daily devotional is an invitation an invitation to come on a
fresh and exciting adventure into the word of god it is an invitation to
enter into a deeper more intimate relationship with your heavenly father
the one who made you and wants you and loves you like no other it is an
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invitation to enter into the peace and joy and protection and provision
and purpose of an abundant life that can only be found by having a right
relationship with the father through christ a covenant relationship of
surrender trust and obedience it is a call to live in truth and to allow that
truth to set you free to be everything that god has called you to be god s
word has an answer to every situation and circumstance of your life and
this devotional explores many of those answers as it moves you from fear
to faith from doubt to belief from despair to hope from darkness to light
from the lies of the enemy to the truth of god s unrelenting unending
unfailing and passionate love for you each day s devotion focuses on a
particular passage from the bible and uses the truth found in the passage
to offer a prayer for god s help in correctly understanding and rightly
applying that truth to your life as you move through the year each new
day will bring new insights into who god is and all that he has done for
you it will also reveal who you are in christ so you can courageously and
confidently do all things that that he asks of you knowing your strength is
found in him alone this devotional will change your life because you
cannot come to knowledge of the truth of the word of god and not be
changed the way that you allow it to change your life will depend largely
on the choices that you make when confronted with the truth use this
devotional to help you choose wisely god s very best path for you and
know that he always has your best interests at heart

For the Common Good and Their Own Well-
being 2014
turano continues to be one of the funniest voices in the inspirational
genre and her spunky heroines will appeal to readers across the romance
spectrum booklist after growing up as an orphan millie longfellow is
determined to become the best nanny the east coast has ever seen
unfortunately her playfulness and enthusiasm aren t always well received
and she finds herself dismissed from yet another position everett
mulberry has quite unexpectedly become guardian to three children that
scare off every nanny he hires about to depart for newport rhode island
for the summer he s desperate for competent childcare at wit s end with
both millie and everett the employment agency gives them one last
chance with each other as millie falls in love with her mischievous
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charges everett focuses on achieving the coveted societal status of the
upper echelons but as he investigates the suspicious circumstances
surrounding the death of the children s parents will it take the loss of
those he loves to learn whose company he truly wants for the rest of his
life

For Your Own Good 1980
this book arises out of contemporary questions regarding the nature and
formation of the church amidst an economically divided society looking to
augustine of hippo for guidance jonathan d ryan argues that the
movement from private self interest toward common love of god and
neighbor is fundamental to the church s formation and identity amidst
contemporary contexts of economic inequality ryan demonstrates the
centrality of this theme in augustine s sermons and his monastic
instruction principally the rule illustrating how it shapes his pastoral
guidance on matters pertinent to economic division including use of
material resources and attitudes toward rich and poor by reading
augustine s sermons alongside his monastic instruction this volume
allows for a closer understanding of how augustine s vision of a common
life is reflected in his pastoral guidance to the wider congregation the
book s concluding reflections consider what the church in our time might
learn from these aspects of augustine s teaching regarding the formation
of a common life as members are drawn together in love of god and
neighbour

Create Your Own Reality - The Ancient
Wisdom 2008-07-01
depth for its own sake progressions prelude to a value ontology book one

The Journal of Psychohistory 2007
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The Javelin of Phinehas; Or, Christ's Own
Judgment Upon Christendom; and More
Particularly Upon the Union of Church and
State. Being a Full Examination ... of the
Seven Epistles of Rev. Ii. and Iii., and of the
Seven Parables in Matthew Xiii., Etc 1863

Donahoe's Magazine 1892

For Your Own Good 2000-11

Prayers After God's Own Heart 2019-11-19

In Good Company (A Class of Their Own
Book #2) 2015-06-30

Love Does Not Seek Its Own 2021-04-08

The Fireside Dickens 1883

Kidd's Own Journal 1854
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Kidd's Own Journal 1854

The Ladies' Repository 1869

A Thousand Gems from Dickens 1889

Depth For Its Own Sake 2018-04-14
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